
INCA EDS Instructions: S3400, S4800, and QUANTA 

Note: If you are using the Quanta or the S4800, try to keep the count rate between 3,000-5,000 
cps by adjusting the current.  With the new software in the S3400, we have the ability to process 
higher count rates (more than 20,000 cps).  So, having a count rate higher than 5,000 cps in the 
S3400 will not lead to errors as it did in the old system.  Also, keep in mind that EDS is only 
accurate on the order of microns (~1-10 microns) depending on the properties of your sample. 

Prior to attempting EDS: 

1) Make sure you have the correct kV set.  20-25kV is a good starting point if you do not 
know what is in your sample.  If you know you will be analyzing light elements (C, O, 
Al, etc.) you can try 10-15 kV. 

2) Make sure the working distance is set to 10 mm.  
Extra steps: 

S4800 Users: Under the Setup menu, select Column.  In this menu change the focus 
mode to HR and change the probe current to HIGH.  Also, on the HV menu, change 
the emission current from 10 to 20. The current can be increased again later if you 
need more counts/second. 
 
QUANTA Users: Make sure the image is running on the top left quadrant of the 
screen.   

3) Go back through the microscope alignments. 
4) Focus on your area of interest and put the SEM in Slow Scan Mode 

EDS Analysis:  

Note: If you need more help, click on the question mark in the upper right corner of the INCA 
software to get descriptions of the icons.  More detailed help is also available under the help 
menu. 

1) Open the INCA software on the computer adjacent to the SEM computer 
2) You will see two tabs in INCA on the left: Navigator and Data.  The navigator tab shows 

the work flow, the actions you can take.  The data tab organizes the data you collect.  
You can always go to the Data tab and save your data from here, just right click and 
export to the SemUser drive (this can also be done by right clicking directly on spectra or 
images).   

3) You will see three operating mode options at the bottom of the grey column toward the 
left of the screen: Analyzer, Point and I.D., and Mapping.  Click on the mode you wish to 
use. 

a) Analyzer: A spectrum is gathered without choosing a specific area of the sample. 
You can still do Quantitative analysis in this mode, but you do not have specific 
control over where the beam is collecting data, it just collects from a general area.  
This mode is great for getting a general idea of what your sample is made of. 



 
b) Point and I.D.: In this mode you will collect an image of your site of interest, then 

chose specific areas of the site of interest to analyze.  You can do spot analysis 
and analysis of square or circular areas by drawing these areas on the image.   

 
c) Mapping: An image is captured of the site of interest, and then element 

distribution is mapped. The mapping mode is also where you can do line scans. 
 
*In any mode, if you save the entire project as an INCA file to the SemServer, you can re-open 
the project in INCA on the SemServer computer and you can edit the spectra there outside of 
your SEM time. 
 
Analyzer Mode: 

1) You can name the entire project or your sample, but you don’t have to do either. 
2) Click microscope set-up and set the process time to 4 
3) Click Acquisition Setup and enter a value for the Livetime Livetime is the amount 

of time data is collected in seconds.  A Livetime of at least 60 seconds is 
recommended for qualitative analysis. 

4) Select the green dot button to start X-ray collection.  An intensity spectrum will 
show up. 

5) To stop collection, select the red square, or wait until collection has completed 
6) The “Confirm Elements” option lets you add or remove element labels.  To 

remove the noise peak at 0, just right click on the spectrum, select noise peak, and 
exclude it from scaling 

7) The “Compare” option lets you overlay spectra on top of each other.   
8) To save a spectrum, right click and export it to the SemServer as a Tif. 

 
Point and I.D.: 

1) Name your project or sample if you would like to. 
2) Click on Image Setup to check the speed and resolution of the image capture (The 

“Fast” speed is suggested for normal use, and slower speeds for more serious 
work/publications) 

3) Click Site of Interest 
4) Make sure the appropriate detector icon is selected at the top of the screen (either 

BSE or SE).  You can also name your site of interest. 
5) Click the green circle button to capture an image.  

9) Click Acquisition Set-Up and make sure the process time is set to 4.  Also, enter a 
Livetime.  Livetime is the amount of time data is collected in seconds. A Livetime 
of at least 60 seconds is recommended for qualitative analysis, and longer for 
quantitative analysis. 



6) Click Acquire Spectra.  Select a tool from the set of drawing tools to the right of the 
image.  The wand tool selects a point while the rectangle tool allows you to select an 
area.  You can also draw a custom area.  As soon as you touch the tool to the image, a 
spectrum will be collected.  You can stop data collection by clicking the red square 
icon, or you can wait for the spectrum to finish.   

7) To save the spectrum, right click and export to the SemUser drive 
8) The confirm elements option lets you add or remove element labels.  To remove the 

noise peak at 0, just right click on the spectrum, select noise peak, then exclude it 
from scaling 

9) The compare option lets you overlay spectra on top of each other.  
 
Mapping:  

10) Name your project or sample if you would like to. 
11) Next to Site of Interest click on Image Setup to check the speed and resolution 

(medium speed is suggested for normal use, slow for more serious work, and fast if 
the sample is charging). 

12) Click Site of Interest 
13) Make sure the appropriate detector icon is selected at the top of the screen (either 

BSE or SE).  You can also name your site of interest. 
14)  Click the green circle button to capture an image if you don’t already have an image 

there from Point and I.D. 
15) Once the image is captured click Smart Map 
16) Click SmartMap Setup, and chose a process time of 4 
17) Click SmartMap 
18) Next you can use the tools on the right hand side of the image to outline the area you 

wish to map, or draw a line on the image for a line scan. 
19) Press the green circle icon to begin element mapping.  Significant elements will be 

mapped for you. 
20) You can watch the map progress by clicking Element LineScans if you are doing a 

line scan or Element Maps if you are mapping.   
21) You can stop data collection by clicking the red square icon under SmartMap 
22) Save data by right clicking and exporting 

NOTE: If you save the whole project your map is in, you can re-open the project in 
the INCA software of the SemServer computer and continue analysis.  You can select 
areas on the map and collect spectra from it. 

 
Shutting Down: 
When you are finished EDS, stop data collection and close INCA. 
 

 


